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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1  Research Background 
What are computer games?  While, at first this question seems simple to 
answer.  The computer games are games on computers.  But this does not give a 
whole lot of information.  It foregoes to mention that games are a combination of 
stories, art, music, sound effects, animation, and programming techniques in a 
dynamic, interactive form of electronic entertainment [1].  They exist on various 
platforms, PCs, consoles (video games), and networks (multiplayer games).  
The past decade has seen an enormous progress in computing power and 
graphics hardware and along with that a trend towards more and more "realistic" 
games.  Each year, the computer gamer sees an improvement in graphics quality and 
better simulation.  Racing cars look more like real cars, sound more like real cars, 
and handle more like real cars.  Trees are now rendered leaf by leaf. In first-person 
shooters today, one cannot only blast the enemy, but also doors, windows, walls, and 
whatever objects happen to be in the room, and they will burst into shrapnel in 
different ways depend on what material they are made of.  Even the hair of 
characters in some games is specially rendered to drift naturally in the wind. 
There is no doubt that realism is a very big thing in computer games today. 
Game developers advertise it as their main selling point, and video game console 
manufacturers battle it out over whomever has the best graphics hardware to render 
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talk wildly about it, or complain about the lack of it.  However, "realism" is not an 
easily definable concept.  Just what is considered "realistic" in a computer game can 
appear to be contradictory.  Gamers consistently ignore many obviously unrealistic 
aspects of a computer game.  For example, one can crash a car in a racing game and 
still continue the race, when in real life the impact would have totally wrecked the 
car, let alone seriously injuring the driver [2]. 
How can we understand what makes a game "realistic" and why some games 
are realistic while others are not? Realism consists of many factors – sound, graphics, 
environment, interface, playability, etc [3].  
Realism in computer games is achieved in many different ways as mentioned 
above.  Perhaps the most direct and cognitively closest is in the graphical quality of 
games.  The first thing people notice about a computer game is how "real" the 
graphics look.  The importance of perception to us is captured in the old adage 
"seeing is believing" [3].  However, perception alone is not sufficient to lead us to 
feel that the game world is "real".  The bottom line is that how we interact with the 
world. We cannot perceive a virtual game world as being "real" unless it reacts to us 
in a "realistic" way. 
Leaving us with the question: what influences graphical realism? For this, 
four areas can be explored.  Namely: geometry, surfaces, lighting and animation. 
Geometry is everything that makes up the world, particularly walls, floors, 
etc.  Besides largely defining the environment, geometry also affects realism by its 
representation and limitations.  For instance, realism might be affected by the 
restriction of geometry not being able to use curved surfaces and level of detail is a 
way of handling geometry to speed up calculations that might influence realism. 
Therefore, it is important to look at various aspects of geometry regarding realism.  
Where geometry makes up the world, surfaces dress it up.  By applying 
images to the surfaces defined by the geometry, one creates the illusion of materials. 
Because these images are 2D, where surfaces in the real world rarely are, it is 
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react to light is important, so there needs to be looked at shading and radiosity.  One 
must conclude that surfaces are important to realism as well.  
Lighting is often named as the most important influence to realism [4]. This 
means that one cannot look at realism without looking at lighting.  Specifically 
things like reflection, transparency and refraction are important, as do (dynamic) 
light and shadows and various blurry effects like anti-aliasing, soft shadows and 
distance fields.
Finally, after lighting, animation is usually the second thing noted as very 
important to realism. Especially in a real-time environment like computer games, 
animation is often a deciding factor in realism.  Issues like skeletal animation, vertex 
manipulation, and physics simulation can influence how realistic something seems. 
Therefore, these things have to be looked closer at.
Computer games already use a variety of techniques to improve realism. Due 
to the real-time nature of computer games, they have to use various tricks to achieve 
realistic images and still have interactive frame rates. One of these tricks is to pre-
calculate a lot.  This includes geometry, lighting and visibility.  
Having pre-calculated light adds a lot of realism to real-time environments in 
the sense of a single image being realistic.  However, when a player moves through 
such an image, one can feel the unchanging nature of the world. This is where 
dynamic lights come in.  While these lights are more expensive in real-time 
calculations and often of less quality, they add a certain dynamic to light in general, 
conveying the feeling that light can change at any time. There are generally two ways 
to have dynamic lights, either add extra lights real-time, or influence the pre-
calculated values [5].
Tied closely together with light are shadows.  Since they depend on light, 
they are often pre-calculated together with lights.  However, with dynamic lights and 
dynamic objects, shadows have to be calculated real-time.  While leaving them away 
can look unrealistic, adding them can be a quite demanding calculation.  This is why 
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the object, representing a shadow.  However, real-time shadow calculations are 
increasingly used.
In geometry, the way to increase realism is usually by keeping the areas 
small.  This way, less calculating time is needed which can be used to add detail.  As 
processor power increases, the areas can become larger and the details more 
abundant.  Another way to increase realism through geometry is in the way it is used. 
By letting architects design the areas for example, the feeling that the area might 
actually exist is increased.  Another way to do that is by giving the areas a consistent 
feeling.  This can be realized by using a general color palette, a similar style in 
texturing, or other artistic tricks like it.
Finally, computer games use a range of special effects to increase realism. 
These special effects are only applicable in certain locations and much of their 
benefit is often under discussion.  One of the most discussed ones are lens flares, 
since they look good but one generally does not look through a camera to see the real 
world.  Other things usually considered being effecting are fog, particles, and 
reflection.  While this last one is considered an effect.   Reflections (and to a lesser 
extent transparency and refraction) are a large part of the real world.  Currently, 
games have certain surfaces marked as reflective which give them some mirror-like 
properties, but the general blurry reflective-ness of real-world surfaces must either be 
mimicked in textures or is not done at all.  
Of course, the final consideration is that games have to be entertaining and 
realism often has to give way to increase the fun of a product.  Another consideration 
is that games have to make money.  So certain aspects of realism might not be 
implemented because of deadline, funding, or other marketing issues. Luckily, real-
time 3D technology is evolving at a high rate, so more and more becomes possible to 
achieve realism [3]. 
51.2 Research Motivation  
The game industry has become multibillion dollar industry in a relatively 
brief period.  It has grown more rapidly than experts predicted and it continues to 
push current computer technology beyond capacity.  During this continuing period of 
accelerated growth, little time is invested in serious academic research.  To date, 
advances in game technology have been evolutionary.  One game is improving on 
other often due to the result of “borrowed research” from other discipline that has 
been applied to the game environment.  The use of physics simulation is an important 
step that increases overall level of realism, but it is a significant increase in 
complexity [6].  For computer games and interactive use, accuracy is really not the 
primary concern.  The important goals for games are believability (including 
stability) and speed of execution.  This feature explains the basic elements of an 
approach to physically based modeling which is well-suited for interactive use [7].  
Not long ago, most game physics focused on flight models and contact 
physics was not part of  the picture.  Almost in every game different objects collide 
and interact with each other.  In many interactive real-time animation systems, the 
entities often need to be viewed not as geometric shapes devoid of physical 
properties, but as real entities having properties such as mass, moment of inertia, 
elasticity, and friction.  Their motions are constrained not only by their own physical 
properties, but also by collisions with other objects.  If two solid objects collide in 
the real world, they bounce off each other, or break into pieces or deform their 
surfaces depending upon the nature of the object i.e. rigid or non-rigid [8].  In a 
computer world, there is nothing to stop geometrically modelled objects from simply 
floating through each other like ghosts.  A collision handling system is necessary to 
enforce solidness, and ensure that entities behave as expected when they come into 
contact, i.e. they should not interpenetrate, and their behaviours subsequent to 
collision should be compatible with their physical properties.  This involves two very 
distinct phases: collision detection, and collision response.  Detection is a problem of 
kinematics, while response is a problem of dynamics [9].  
Before applying any mathematics to the problem one must first derive the 
required parameters, which will determine how an object reacts to other on collision. 
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must also determine the nature of the collision that has occurred.  Physically based 
Simulation systems attempt to implement collision response calculations and this is a 
feasible option when the number of colliding objects is always expected to be fairly 
small. 
1.3 Important Issues 
Issues like skeletal animation, vertex manipulation and Physics simulation 
can influence how realistic something seems. Therefore these things need closer 
examination.  The area of collision response simulation with the consideration of 
physical properties of materials is still much to be explored. The following issues 
have to be looked closer at. 
1. Modeling and simulation of elastic and plastic impacts. 
2. Collision response of regular convex objects in 2D (no friction no rotation).  
3. Collision response of regular convex objects in 2D (no friction but rotation). 
4. Collision response of concave objects in 2D and in 3D 
5. Collision response of regular convex objects in 3D.  
6. Response of oblique collision in 2D. 
7. Issue of physical accuracy is also an important one to consider. 
1.4 Problem Statement  
Until recently little attention has been paid to a game's physics—how objects 
within games respond to each other and the forces around them.  Previously 
computer games fudged their own systems for moving objects around.  But one of 
the big things that is important now and will become even more important in the 
future is realistic physics support. “Things need to move and interact realistically 
with one another”.
71.5  Objectives of Research 
1. To model physics-based collision response of 3D objects.  
2. To simulate collision response with maximum accuracy. 
1.6  Scope of Research 
1. Only two rigid spheres are considered 
Only rigid bodies are considered because the equations of motion for rigid 
bodies can be derived from Newton’s laws, and are second order differential 
equations.  Physically based modelling/simulation requires heavy computations. 
Linear system solvers, ordinary differential equation solvers and optimization 
methods are often required to solve equations from physically based modeling.  So if 
more objects are considered then there will be more collisions and ultimately the 
slower will be the speed of the game.  
2. Physics elements  
Physics elements like masses, velocities, momentum, coefficient of 
restitution, nature of colliding objects and the impulses experienced by the objects 
upon collision are only being considered because addition of more physics 
parameters will slower the speed of the game.  
3. Collision response of regular convex 3D objects  
The mesh represents a convex object if the line connecting any two points 
within the object lies wholly inside the object. Figure 1.1 shows some convex and 
some non-convex objects. For each non-convex object a sample line is shown whose 
end points lie in the object, but that is not itself contained within the object.  A line 
can have a maximum of two intersection points with the surface of a convex object. 
8The centre of gravity of a solid convex object always lies inside the object.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of convex and non-convex 3D objects [10]. 
4. Only the response at the point of contact is under consideration 
Our area of interest is only the point of contact of the two bodies and we are 
not concerned with the surface of the floor and the viscosity of the air. 
5. No friction at the point of contact 
It is assumed for this mathematical model that the surface of the two spheres 
is smooth and there is no friction at the point of contact. So, the component of 
momentum perpendicular to the line joining the centres of the two spheres remains
constant before and after the collision.
6. Only the rectilinear motion is considered. 
If we take the angular motion into account then we have to think about the 
density of the object, moment of inertia, radius of the body and the nature of the spin. 
So by considering all these parameter we would not be able to avoid the game from
crawling.
97. Contact is non conforming 
If the contact is not non-conforming then colliding surfaces will meet at more 
than one point. So resolving the forces at each point of contact would increase the 
computational cost.  The greater the computational cost the slower will be the speed 
of the game. 
1.7 Research Contribution 
 In this project, rigid and regular convex objects with physically plausible 
dynamic behaviours are investigated, which can be used in games.  
1.7.1 Collision Response Modelling  
1) The main contribution is in the development of a mathematical model. The 
model developed here deals with the contact response of two regular convex objects 
having non-conforming contact (sphere-sphere contact).  This mathematical model is as 
good for spheres of the same masses as it is for spheres of different masses. A 
dimensionless physical quantity known as coefficient of restitution has been introduced.  
This coefficient is also termed as impulse ratio.  It is necessary for deciding the nature of 
collision that is elastic or inelastic.
2) This model is as good for both head-on and oblique collisions. 
3) This model is covenant with both situations; spheres are either moving in the 
same direction or in the opposite direction.
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1.7.2 Simulation of Collision Response 
(1) In this area the contribution is mainly in the realistic graphical 
representation of the response of the two spheres after collision, based on the 
mathematical model.  This is the case of dynamic collision response.  The simulation 
is, of course, original within the scope of the project.  The simulation involves 
causing bodies and forces to interact in a realistic way based on physical rules.  The 
bodies are not allowed to penetrate but will bounce off one another when they come 
into contact.
           (2) Solving the equations of motion is also a point of concern because 
accurate results are required.  This has being achieved by our simulation routine.
1.8 Thesis Overview 
The plan of this thesis is presented as follows:
 Chapter 2: Literature review. This chapter states some existing methods 
of physically based modeling and their comparison. It also contains  reviews of  
previous work for the problem of collision response of colliding convex objects. 
Chapter 3:  Fundamentals of the impact.  This chapter contains fundamentals 
used in collision response modelling.  The understanding of collision response 
phenomenon needs prior knowledge of these fundamentals. 
Chapter 4: Methodology.  This chapter describes the system overview, the 
mathematical approach used for the modelling of collision response between 
colliding objects just before and after the collision.  It also describes about the 
simulation of our mathematical model. 
Chapter 5:  Implementation.  In this chapter a method is proposed to 
implement the model, basic algorithm and pseudo-code. 
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Chapter 6: Result and discussion.  The present chapter presents the main 
results of this work and related discussion. 
Chapter 7: Conclusion and recommendations. This chapter concludes the 
contribution of this work and recommends some future work.
